Cisco Secure Remote Worker
Start securing your employees, wherever they work.

Remote work is here to stay. Make sure they are protected on any device, from anywhere they choose to work. Fast-track your business success by empowering employees with secure access to the applications and critical resources they need, whether in the public cloud or on-premises.

Cisco’s Secure Remote Worker meets these challenges head-on, delivering integrated security in a simple, scalable solution. This solution unifies user and device protection, making it easy to verify, enable secure access and defend remote workers.

Want multi-factor authentication that’s powerful and easy to use? Get Secure Access by Duo today and increase the security of your remote workers without adding any burden to their workload.

AnyConnect empowers remote workers with frictionless, secure access to the enterprise network from any device, at any time, in any location. As well as encrypting traffic, AnyConnect provides more than a VPN. Administrators are able to control which resources are available to remote workers, push updates, enable security features to protect against malware, and monitor endpoint application usages to uncover potential threats.

Umbrella Cloud Security protects users on a variety of devices, no matter their location. Umbrella enforces security at the DNS layer and IP layer to block malware, ransomware, phishing campaigns, and botnets before they reach devices or your network. It also logs all web traffic from remote devices, inspecting encrypted traffic and enabling control browsing and file analysis. Simplify securing remote workers with cloud-delivered protection. Contact Citynet to try Umbrella for free.

Cisco Secure Endpoint provides a robust last line of defense for users. Extend visibility to all individual endpoints so it’s easy to check system’ statuses such as OS versions, software vulnerability, and recent patches to assess risk exposure even if employees haven’t been in the office recently.

In the event of a break, it delivers robust and automated remediation capabilities as well as a deeply insightful dashboard that explains details of the attack. Explore the entire scope, understand exactly what happened and what must be done to fix the problem. Quickly remediate and resolve issues.

Citynet. The Region’s Expert in Cisco Solutions.
Cisco’s Secure Remote Worker will put your business and employees in the best position to be protected. Citynet is the region’s trusted provider of Cisco solutions. Contact us so we can discuss how best to start protecting your network and employees from today’s ever-evolving security threats.

FREE TRIALS AVAILABLE!
Learn more: Visit citynet.net/SRW
Call Us, Anytime! 844.CITYNET
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